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There was a meeting soon after this Still today in the ancient way
WITH THE MYRTLES.
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That Many People are Lively.
The disselboom shows out the doom palace was knocked down in an hour.
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GROWING MERCHANT MARINE.
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THE DAYS GONE BY.
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WITH THE HEALANIS.
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day he met the editor and said: "Mr.
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I've stopped your paper."
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Between 2 and 3 o'clock a Chinaman
a hundred, or a thousand, or every one
is the TRUE PALLIATIVE In
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it has, to refrain from telling the truth Neuralgia, Gout, Cancer,
burst into Captain Parker's yard on
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SEAVIEW, Va. We have a splendid not deserve it himself. Good-byeLooking out the back way Captain
Palpitation, Hysteria
sale on Chamberlain's Cough. Remedy,
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Parker saw a dozen or more China- and our customers coming from far and
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WHITE RAINBOWS.
of this Remedy has given 7ise to tma
men running down from the rice fields near, speak of it in the highest terms.
Imitations.
mauka of his place. Each was armed Many have said that their children There is such a phenomenon asne-a Unscrupulous
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from
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with a hoe and
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different directions, all seemed to be lain's Cough Remedy had not been giv- - and a strong sun. The phenomenon is name of the inventor, Dr. J. Colli
Browne.
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If the drops of water be and 45. 6d., Sole
Captain. Parker went flut and inter- cent sizes for sale by all druggists and interference.
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very small the interference of the rays
evidenT.
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cepting them, asked what the
dealers. Benson, Smith & Co., agents causes such a complete overlapping of
for the Hawaiian Islands.
tly hostile demonstration meant.
the colors that the bow appears white. 33 Great Russel St London, W. C.
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